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Abstract. Internal parameters, eigenstrains, or eigenstresses, arise in functionally graded 
materials, which are typically present in particulate, layered, or rock bodies. These param­
eters may be realized in different ways, e.g., by prestressing, temperature changes, effects of 
wetting, swelling, they may also represent inelastic strains, etc. In order to clarify the use of 
eigenparameters (eigenstrains or eigenstresses) in physical description, the classical formu­
lation of elasticity is presented, and the two most important Lagrange's and Castigliano's 
variational principles are formulated in the sequel. Then the classical Hashin-Shtrikman 
principles are recalled and the involvement of eigenparameters is studied in more detail. 
Keywords: extended Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle, eigenparameter, transfor­
mation field analysis 
MSC 2000: 74E30, 74B10, 49S05 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Eigenstresses and eigenstrains play a very important role in many branches of 
applied mechanics, e.g., in composites, geotechnics, concrete structures, etc. In pre­
vious papers, [13], [14], the authors have formulated an effective approach to the 
analysis and optimization of nonhomogeneous bodies with prescribed boundary dis­
placements or tractions and have used the transformation field analysis for relating 
the components of stress or strain tensors and of eigenstrains or eigenstresses. The 
transformation field analysis established by Dvorak in [2] has been applied to local­
ization of stresses and strains in two-phase composites. The eigenstresses stood for 
relaxation stresses while eigenstrains represented plastic strains. This idea was ex­
tended in [3], [4], [15], where applications of a large scale of combinations of internal 
material situations together with prestress of composite structures were considered. 
*This work was supported by grant No. 103/041178 of the Grant Agency of the Czech 
Republic and by the project MSM 210000001,3. 
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In [3], thick-walled cylindrical structures were studied while in [4] and [15] sub-
merged cylindrical laminates with different properties in combination with prestress 
were discussed. 
R. Hill in [10] presented one of the first comprehensive approaches on how to solve 
elastic problems with sudden change of material parameters in terms of variational 
principles. An introduction of special material constants belongs also to Hill, who 
enabled researchers to split three-dimensional problems into pure shear and pure 
compression (tension) problems. 
In [12] and [17] an interesting attempt at obtaining effective material properties 
of a nonlinear isotropic composite has been made. A new variational approach was 
proposed that provides the effective energy potentials of nonlinear composites in 
terms of the corresponding energy potentials for linear composites with the same 
microstructural distributions. When using the eigenparameters in the sense of [2] 
and generalize it to the macrostructure (localization) of composites, one can obtain 
procedures that involve a very wide scale of nonlinear problems (plasticity, visco-
plasticity, damage, etc.). This is why we have been interested in such a variational 
formulation which is naturally valid for composites and allows us to extend the well-
known variational principles using eigenparameters. To this end the most appropriate 
means are Hashin-Shtrikman variational principles [7], [9], which have been applied to 
estimation of material bounds in [8]. Using Eshelby's trick [6], an integral formulation 
can be stated [14], and the boundary element method is then applicable [1]. In 
comparison with the finite element method the boundary element method appears 
to be far more efficient in this case. 
It is worth noting that the eigenparameters are an extension of, among other, 
the influence of change of temperature (eigenstrain); this has been discussed in the 
well-known paper by Levin [11]. 
Our approach is based on the idea of augmented Hashin-Shtrikman variational 
principles. This paper deals with extended primary and dual variational principles 
for nonhomogeneous bodies. By means of internal parameters, eigenstrains or eigen-
stresses, involved in H-S principles, it is possible to obtain new bounds on mechanical 
properties of the trial material, increase the bearing capacity of structures, and to 
minimize the stress excesses. 
The paper deals with the deterministic solution of overall properties of composite 
materials. Randomly distributed phases (fibers) in connection with H-S principles 
have recently been studied by Willis [16], and Drugan and Willis [5]. 
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1. BASIC RELATIONS 
We start with basic relations which are valid in mechanics of continuum and are 
appropriate for our next considerations. 
Denote by Q, G IR3 = 0x1.2:2X3 a bounded domain, T = Tu U Tp (Tu n Tp = 0) being 
its Lipschitz's boundary, both representing the trial body. On Fu the displacement 
vector u = {1x1,1*2,̂ 3} G [K2(ru)]
3 is prescribed, and on Tp the vector of tractions 
p = {p\,p2,Pz} £ [L2(rp)]
3 is given. Recall the relation stresses-tractions on the 
boundary Tp: p t(£) = <7ij(£)rij(£), where n = {rai,n2, ^3} is the outward unit normal 
to the boundary r , £ = { £ 1 , 6 , 6 } £ FP-
Hooke's law for anisotropic and nonhomogeneous field is introduced in the form 
(2.1) <r(x) = L(x): e(x) + A(x), e(x) = M(x) : <r(x) + /i(x) 
or 
Gij (x) = Lijkl (x)ekl (x) + Xij (x), £ij (X) = Mijkl (x)<?kl (X) + fjiij (x), 
where a = [a{j] G H^(Q) is the stress tensor, e = [eij] G H*£™(Q,) is the strain 
tensor, A = [Xij] G H^^(il) is the eigenstress tensor, /x = [fcj] G H*p™(Q) is the 
eigenstrain tensor, x = {xi,X2,x%} G O i s a position at which the material relations 
are studied, L = Lijki, Lijki G L°°(Q) is the material stiffness tensor and M = Mijki, 
Mijki G L°°(tt) is its compliance material tensor, both with the standard symmetry; 
the subscripts run the set {1,2,3}, 
Kl e H$?(si) = (K)? i=1 e L2(n), g - e L2(fi), <-« = <-*). 
Moreover, we have 
V"-**-^/ •L'ijklMklmn = lijmm *ijmn = ~Z\yim^jn + OinOjm), 
where I = Ujki is the fourth-order unit tensor, Sij is the Kronecker delta. 
Note that for a homogeneous and isotropic material the tensor L has the form 
(2.3) Lijki = XSijSki + 2}ilijki, 
where A and /1 are Lame's constants. Instead of /x, the shear modulus G is sometimes 
introduced. 
Comparing the two equations (2.1), we get 
(2.4) Xij = -LijkiUki, Vij = -MijkiXki. 
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Kinematic equations may be written as 
(2.5) 
_ 1 / dui duj \ 
tij~2\dx'j
 + dx~i)' 
Note that displacements u G [H1(Q)]3 and u = u € [B - ( r u ) ]
3 are prescribed. 
They are said to be kinematically admissible if the relation (2.5) holds. 




provided no volume weight forces are taken into account. The last relation has to be 
taken in the sense of distributions. 
Note that one says that the stress tensor is statically admissible or its components 
are statically admissible, if [G{J] G H^™(Q), statistical boundary conditions on Tp 
are prescribed and (2.6) is fulfilled. 
Substituting the kinematical equations into the equations of equilibrium leads to 
Lame's equations for the unknown displacement vector u = {ui,U2,u3} G H
1(H), 






(duk dut 0 \ = 0 in ft, 
= 0 in U, 
for a given field /x, or A, both in [HaiT^)] 3 -
Recall that on the part Tu of the boundary T the displacement vector u G 
[Hi(Tu)]
3 is prescribed, and the traction field p is given on Tp G [L
2 (r p )]
3 . Assum­
ing smooth enough fields u G CI, we can formulate a variational principle which is 
equivalent to the equation (2.7) or (2.8): 
Lagrange's primary principle: For given tractions p = p on Tp find the mini­
mum value of the functional II u (u) = II^(u) + U^ (u) on the set of kinematically 
admissible displacements (u = {u±,u2,us}) on ru, i.e., u = u G [ B 2 ( r u ) ]
3 and O3 is 
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prescribed, where 
(2.9) II?(u) = \ f W dn = i f [e(u(x)) - M(x)] : L(x) : [s(u(x)) - M(x)] dfi 
-« JQ z JQ 
= o / L *i«W[^i ( u W) - Wi(x)]lc«(u(x)) - ^ . ( x ) ] d f t 
-* Jfi 
= i f *(x):M(x):v(x)dn 2 Jn 
= o / -Vyw(x)(7ii(x)aw(x)dn, 
z JQ 
(2.io) n~(u)= - / p(x).u(x)dr(x) = - / ft(x)u4(x)dr. 
Jr„ Jrp 
Here Ilj* is the the energy of internal forces, potential energy, whereas 11̂  is the 
energy of external forces. W is the density of internal energy. 
Assuming the validity of (2.5), the principle is equivalent to (2.1), or, if (2.1) and 
the boundary condition on Tu are fulfilled, then the variational principle is equivalent 
to (2.5). 
The dual, or Castigliano's principle can be formulated for the stress tensor a 
in (2.7), or (2.8): 
Castigliano's principle: For given boundary displacements u = u on Fu find the 
maximum of the functional IIp(a) = II? (<r)+II£(<T) on the set of statically admissible 
stress fields on the boundary Tp, i.e., <r(x) • n(x) = p(x) £ [L
2(rp)]
3, where n is the 
unit outward normal to the boundary Tp and p are prescribed tractions: 
(2.ii) n?(<-) 
= i jf W* dli(x) = \ jf[<r(x : M(x) : <r(x) + 2<r(x) : |*(x)] dft 
= o / [Myfc/(x)aij(x)crfc.(x)+2<Ty(x)/iij(x)]dn L Jo 
= \ fj["(x) - AW] : M « : l°-(x) " AW] - A « : M ( x ) : A(x)> dfi 
= 2 / {M«*'(X)(CT«(X) ~ Aij(x)][(Ti.,(x) - Afc.(x)] 
- M.ifc.(x)A..,(x)Afc.(x)} dH, 
(2.12) 111(a) 
= - / a(x) • n(x) • u(x) dr(x) = - / <7»j(x) • n(x)jtZz(x) dr, 
Jrw Jrtt 
II? is the complementary energy of internal forces, whereas II£ is the external energy. 
W* is the density of the complementary energy of internal forces. 
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In the sense of Legendre's transformation we have, see Fig. 2.1: 




\Jr _Іr - z — н __::: _::~~ r 
W* -ér _ _ — _ j _ ^ 
::: : _:__ ::~^ 
tir : : : : : : : : : : - ^ 
џ 1 ^ - м 
1 6 
Figure 2.1. Internal energies for primary and dual principles. 
3. EXTENDED HASHIN-SHTRIKMAN VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
In this section we extend the Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle [15], by in­
troducing both the eigenstrain and eigenstress fields into the formulation. For the 
sake of simplicity assume that no body forces are present. 
3.1. Preliminary considerations 
The idea of Hashin and Shtrikman consists in introducing new variables T{j or 7^ 
(components of polarization tensors) to get another free variables which may be used 
for "the best" estimation of bounds on overall material properties of nonhomogeneous 
and anisotropic media. 
Let us consider a bounded domain Q with bounded Lipschitz's boundary F and 
with subdomains f_t-, i = 1,... ,ra, describing local inhomogeneities, see Fig. 3.L 
Following the Hashin and Shtrikman idea, let us split the procedure into two 
steps. First, let £?• and of., be the strain field and the stress field, respectively. The 






4 = L°ijkte°k[ in fi, 
4 = Mťv« ----. 
Figure 3.1. Geometry and denotation of the trial body. 
where L?-kl and Mf-kl are constant components of material stiffnesses and compli-
ances, respectively. Subscripts in (3.1) and (3.2) run from 1 to 3. It is worth noting 
that the stresses cr?- are in ft statically admissible, since linear elasticity is considered 
in the above comparison media of the trial body (the quantities in which are denoted 
by 0). Similarly, kinematic equations (e?- = du^/dxj + du^/dxi) are valid to get 
the proper relation between the components of the strain tensor and the displace-
ment vector. These conditions will be necessary in what follows. In this sense, the 
quantities with 0 are considered to be given. 
In the second step a geometrically identical body is considered, which is anisotropic 
and nonhomogeneous. Displacements Ui, strains Sij and stresses &ij are unknown 
and the generalized Hooke's law including the eigenstresses AtJ- can be written as 
(3.3) &ij = LijkiSki + AÍJ, XÍJ = —LijkifJikh ni íí, 
where fiki are the eigenstrains. The inverse Hooke's law holds in the form 
(3.4) ЄІJ = Mijkiøы+Џij, Џц = -MijkiXki, in íî. 
Similarly to the classical Hashin-Shtrikman principles, define the symmetric stress 
polarization tensor r̂ - and the symmetric strain polarization tensor 7^ by 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
^ij — Lij^SU + Tťj, 
£ij =M?jkl(Jkl+lij. 
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The definition of polarization tensors follows from a comparison of (3.3) and (3.5) 
(for r ) and from a comparison of (3.4) and (3.6) (for 7): 
(3.7) Tij = [Lijki]eki + \ij 
and 
(3.8) 7-y = [Mijki]oki + Vij> 
where 
[Lijki] = Lijki - LQijkl, [Mijki] = Mijki - M?.w . 
Define also 
(3.9) u[ = m - u°i, olj = o{j - 0% in SI, 
and the kinematic equations 
(3.9a) £'y = en - e% = - ^ - -gjL - \J± - ^ J . 
Let us introduce two assumptions: 
Assumption A: the surface displacements Ui G [Hi(ru)]
3 are prescribed along 
the entire boundary F = Fu, and M?(£) = v>i(£), £ G V, hence ^ ( £ ) = t^(£) — w?(£) = 
o, £ G r. 
Assumption B: the tractions pi G [L2(rp)]
3 are given along the entire boundary 
T = Tp, and rf(0 = Pi(Z), ^ T , hence p{(0 = a ^ K K ) = ft«) - p? (0 = 0, 
Lemma 1. In the case of Assumption A together with the equilibrium (2.6) and 
the kinematic equations, for the stress fields Oij, <r?-, o[j we have 
f cnje'ij dn = f <-° 4 d n = f ^ . 4 . dn - o. 
JQ JQ JQ 
In the case of Assumption B and assuming the validity of kinematic equations, for 
the stress fields o{j, o^, o'{j obeying (2.6) we have 
/ o^sij dn = / ^ . 4 dn = / o'i5ei5 dn = o. 
Jfi JQ JQ 
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P r o o f . For example, 
/ a'ijs'ij dfi = ^ f a'ij (j£± + - ^ J dfi = {from Green's theorem} = 0 
as either u\ = 0, or a'^rij = 0 on T and r/^ fulfils (2.6). In the same manner one gets 
the other expressions in Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Denoting the .first variation (Gateau's derivative in the direction of 
a small change of the vector by which we differentiate) by 8, we have 
f(e'kl8Tkl-Tkl8e'kl)dn = 0. 
JQ 
Proof. 
/ (e'kl8Tkl - Tkl6e'kl) díl 
JQ 
= [ (e'kl6Tkl - Tkl8e'kl + L%hle'i56e'kl - L j ^ - f e i i ) <-« 
Jíž 
{because of the symmetry L^kl = L°kli^ (3.5) and (3.1)} 
= [ (e'kl8<T'kl-a'kl6e'ki)dSl. 
JQ 
D 
The last integral is equal to zero by virtue of the next lemma. 
Lemma 3. For the second polarization tensor one has 





= I Wii^n - liMn + M%kla\Mki ~ Mfj^Mki) d" 
JQ 
= f{o'iJ6e>ij-e>iMj)M-JQ 
The last integral vanishes because of result of Lemma 1. D 
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3.2. Extended primary Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle 
Let Assumption A be fulfilled. Subtracting (3.1) from (3.5) yields 
(3-10) *'ij=^jkle'kl+Tij. 
Since both Oij and cr?- are statically admissible, and m and u® are kinematically 
admissible, taking into consideration (3.10) the following equations have to be satis-
fied in the sense of distributions: 
( 3 1 1 ) ~d^ = —~te. = 0 i n Q ' 
(3.12) Tij - [Lijki]eki - Xij =0 in ft, 
(3.13) u'i = 0 on T, 
where 
[Lijki] = Lijki - Lijkl, 
and (3.13) follows from Assumption A. 
Formula (3.12) can be recast as 
(3.14) Cijki(rki - Xki) - eij = 0, 
where [Lijrs]Crski = Ujki-
Theorem 3.1. If (3.11) to (3.13) and (3.9a) are fulhlled, the following variational 
principle can be formulated: find the stationary point of the extended functional U 
defined as 
(3.15) Uin^e'ij) = U° - \ f {djkiiTij - X^Tki - Xki) - 2 ^ ? 
- e'{j T^ - MijkiXijXki}dQ. 
In (3.15) we have denoted 
u° = \l 44 dil = \jQ 4*<44 an. 
P r o o f . The first variation of (3.15) with respect to the two independent fields 
T^ and e\j yields 
SU = - \Cijki(Tij - Xij)STki - e°kl8Tki - -TkiSe'ki ~ g
6*/*7"** d r* 
= - / \ [Cijki(nj - Xij) - eki]&Tki + -^[e'kiSTki - TkiSe'kl] I dft. 
From (3.14), the first term is zero and the second term vanishes because of Lemma 2. 
• 
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Theorem 3.2. The functional U is equal to the actual potential strain energy 





W = -Lijufaj - Vij)(eki - V>ki), Hij = -Mijkl Xki-
Proo f . Substituting Xij for /Ztj, and owing to (3.14), the integrand of (3.15) 
may be written as 
e%L%kieli ~ £ij(Tij + LijkiVki) + ^6^ + e'ijTij + fajL^kifiki 
{sum up all terms at r, and use the definition (3.12)} 
= eijLijki£ki - £ijLijkiVki + [Lijufaj - Mtj) — Lijkl6ij - Lijkl6ij]ekl + iiijLijkii*ki-
On the other hand, 
(e^ - Hij)Lijki(eki — Vki) = SijLijkiSki - SijLijki^ki — VijLijkiZki + VijLijkiVki-
Comparing the right-hand sides of the last two relations, integrating the result, and 
taking into consideration Lemma 1, one arrives at 
[ ацĄóíl^ /a9.Є 'ydíî = 0, 
Jӣ Jӣ 
and one obtains the assertion of the theorem. • 
Theorem 3.3. Assuming the conditions of Theorem 3.1, the functional U 
in (3.15) attains its absolute maximum if L is positive definite, and it attains its 
absolute mimmum if C + M° is negative semidebnite. 
Proo f . The second variation of the functional U is 
(3.16) 62U = - [ {CijkiSTijSTki - Se^STij} dft. 
Jo. 
Substituting from (3.10) to (3.16) for r^ only in the second term results in 
S2U=- f {CijkiSTijSTki - Se'^Sv'ij - L°ijklSs'kl)} dft. 
JQ 
The second term vanishes because of Lemma 1. Since L^,kl is the tensor of elastic 
material constants, it has to be positive definite. Consequently, if the tensor C^ki is 
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also positive definite, i.e. so is its inverse [Lijfc/], the second variation of U is negative 
and in this case the maximum is attained (sufficient condition). 
In order to prove the condition of minimum of the functional (3.15), let us consider 
the integral 
/ = [ M^HSnjSmdil, 
JQ 
where Mijkl is inverse to L®jkl. Substituting from (3.10) for STij and STM yields 
i = I {MfjkMMi +
 L%kM5Ki - 2 f e ^ } <m. 
JQ 
The last term vanishes because of Lemma 1. Since both the tensors M?jkl and L®jkl 
are positive definite, we conclude 
/ M?jkl6Ti}6Tkl dfi = / {M%kl6o'iMi + LlkMMu) <M 
JQ JQ 
=> / M?jMSTijSTkidn> [ L^Se'ijKidn. 
JQ JQ 
Coming back to the second variation (3.16) we find out that a sufficient condition 
for the minimum of the functional U is: C -F M° is negative semidefinite. • 
3.3. Extended dual Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle 
In this section we extend the dual Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle to a 
body with prescribed surface tractions pi and obeying Assumption B. Assume again 
that no body forces are present. 
Following the classical dual Hashin-Shtrikman theorem, define the symmetric 
strain polarization tensor jij by (3.6). Further, let the primed system be defined 
by (3.9). 
Subtracting (3.2) from (3.6), we obtain 
(3.17) e'i5 = Eij - 4 = M?jkla'kl + ^ . 
Since both the fields €ij and 4 a r e kinematically admissible, and the stresses Oij 
and a?, are statically admissible, (3.11) still holds in the sense of distributions: 
r\ I 
(3.18) -pi- = 0 in ft, 
(3.19) 70- - [Mijki](Tki - in, = 0 in H, 
(3.20) a'ijUj = 0 on T, 
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where 
[Mijki] = Mijki - M?jkh 
and (3.20) follows from Assumption B. 
The definition of the polarization tensor (3.19) can be rewritten as 
(3.21) Dijki(-ykl - »kl) - an = 0, 
where [Mijrs]Drski = \{5ikSji + Su6jk) = Ujki is the fourth-order unit tensor. 
Theorem 3.4. If (3.17) to (3.20) are fulGlled, the dual extended H-S variational 
principle can be formulated, namely, the variation of the functional 
(3.22) U*(7.i,<,-) = U°*-\J {DiMlH -/-ii)(7w -/-«) - 2 7 « 4 -V«7«i} <M 
attains its stationary value with respect to the Gelds jij and o\y In (3.22) we have 
denoted 
u°*=\ L ̂ dn=* L M^1^^ dn-
P r o o f . The first variation of (3.22) leads to the following expression: 
SU* = -J Wijufrij - mfiSlki ~ vli&lki ~ ipifiv'n ~ 2aij6^ d n 
= - J | [Dijkiinj - in,) - (Ti^SiM + -^Wijhij - Hjfo'ij] I d f i -
The last integral is zero. The first part of it vanishes because of the validity of (3.21) 
and the second part is zero according to Lemma 3. D 
Theorem 3.5. The functional U* is equal to the actual complementary energy 
stored in the anisotropic and heterogeneous body, see Fig. 2.1: 
U" = f W* dӣ, 
where 
W* = -{Mijki(7ijaki + 2oijHij). 
P r o o f . By virtue of (3.21) and (3.9) the integrand of (3.22) may be written as 
M?jkl(T%a°kl + (Tijfiij + {a'i5 + 2(7?- - a y h y 
{using (3.6) for removing 7^ and by virtue of (3.9)} 
= VijVij + £ij(<7ij ~ &ij)' 
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Integration over the domain fi, Lemma 1, and (2.12) result in the assertion of the 
theorem. D 
Theorem 3,6. Assuming the conditions of Theorem 3.4, the functional U* 
attains its absolute maximum if [M] is positive definite, and it attains its absolute 
minimum if D -V L° is negative semideGnite. 
P r o o f . The second variation of U* can be expressed as 
&U* = - [ {DijklS7ijS^kl -Sa'^Sjij}dr. 
Jn 
Substituting for 7ij from (3.17) in the second term of the above integral yields 
52U = - f {Di^SujSjk, - Sa^Se'ij - M?jkl5aki)} d^-
Jn 
The second term disappears due to Lemma 1. Since M?jkl is the tensor of elastic 
material constants, it has to be positive definite. Consequently, if the tensor Cijki is 
also positive definite, i.e. so is its inverse [Lijfcz], the second variation of U is negative 
and in this case the maximum is attained. 
In order to prove the condition of the minimum of the functional (3.22), consider 
the integral 
r= [ L°ijkls7ijs7kldn. 
Jn 
Substituting from (3.17) for Sjij and £7*/, we get 
r=l {L0iJkMMi + KkMMi - 26^^} dn. 
Jn 
The last term disappears because of Lemma 1. Since both the tensors L?jkl and 
M?.kl are positively definite, we conclude 
/ ^w*7i i*7« dfi = / {L%kl8e'iMi + MfikMjS^}dfl 
Jn Jn 
=» / L°ijM5<yij6'yM&il > [ M?jkMMi
di}' 
Jn Jn 
Prom the last inequality follows that a sufficient condition for minimum of the 
functional U* is: D + L° is negatively definite. D 
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4 . APPLICATIONS 
Mechanically nonlinear behavior can be introduced using eigenparameters (plastic 
strain, relaxation stresses), and using these parameters visco-elastic or visco-plastic 
material can be described. In this way, time dependent problems or hereditary 
problems can be involved in the eigenparameters. Shape optimization of prestressed 
fibers can start with the above principles. From the H-S principles a very weak 
integral formulation directly follows, and the BEM is applicable to nonlinear and 
time dependent problems [13]. The unpleasant term involving hypersingular integral, 
which has to be integrated in the sense of Hadamard, can be avoided by Eshelby's 
trick. 
A typical application of the above established extended principles is an introduc-
tion of the change of temperature instead of the eigenstrains. The bounds obtained 
here can be derived in a similar manner as the classical H-S bounds on material con-
stants [8]. But, to derive bounds on the overall temperature characteristics requires 
very extensive calculation. 
5 . CONCLUSION 
In this paper, classical Hashin-Shtrikman has been extended by the eigenparame-
ters (eigenstrains or eigenstresses). These internal parameters can stand for a large 
range of quantities, which are studied in mechanics of solid media. Basically, a 
similar process to that published in [8] on how to calculate bounds on nonlinear or 
time-dependent characteristics describing mechanical properties can be applied. On 
the other hand, each such a problem requires a specific treatment and the solution 
is not trivial. 
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Abstract. Internal parameters, eigenstrains, or eigenstresses, arise in functionally graded
materials, which are typically present in particulate, layered, or rock bodies. These param-
eters may be realized in different ways, e.g., by prestressing, temperature changes, effects of
wetting, swelling, they may also represent inelastic strains, etc. In order to clarify the use of
eigenparameters (eigenstrains or eigenstresses) in physical description, the classical formu-
lation of elasticity is presented, and the two most important Lagrange’s and Castigliano’s
variational principles are formulated in the sequel. Then the classical Hashin-Shtrikman
principles are recalled and the involvement of eigenparameters is studied in more detail.
Keywords: extended Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle, eigenparameter, transfor-
mation field analysis
MSC 2000 : 74E30, 74B10, 49S05
1. Introduction
Eigenstresses and eigenstrains play a very important role in many branches of
applied mechanics, e.g., in composites, geotechnics, concrete structures, etc. In pre-
vious papers, [13], [14], the authors have formulated an effective approach to the
analysis and optimization of nonhomogeneous bodies with prescribed boundary dis-
placements or tractions and have used the transformation field analysis for relating
the components of stress or strain tensors and of eigenstrains or eigenstresses. The
transformation field analysis established by Dvorak in [2] has been applied to local-
ization of stresses and strains in two-phase composites. The eigenstresses stood for
relaxation stresses while eigenstrains represented plastic strains. This idea was ex-
tended in [3], [4], [15], where applications of a large scale of combinations of internal
material situations together with prestress of composite structures were considered.
*This work was supported by grant No. 103/041178 of the Grant Agency of the Czech
Republic and by the project MSM 210000001,3.
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In [3], thick-walled cylindrical structures were studied while in [4] and [15] sub-
merged cylindrical laminates with different properties in combination with prestress
were discussed.
R. Hill in [10] presented one of the first comprehensive approaches on how to solve
elastic problems with sudden change of material parameters in terms of variational
principles. An introduction of special material constants belongs also to Hill, who
enabled researchers to split three-dimensional problems into pure shear and pure
compression (tension) problems.
In [12] and [17] an interesting attempt at obtaining effective material properties
of a nonlinear isotropic composite has been made. A new variational approach was
proposed that provides the effective energy potentials of nonlinear composites in
terms of the corresponding energy potentials for linear composites with the same
microstructural distributions. When using the eigenparameters in the sense of [2]
and generalize it to the macrostructure (localization) of composites, one can obtain
procedures that involve a very wide scale of nonlinear problems (plasticity, visco-
plasticity, damage, etc.). This is why we have been interested in such a variational
formulation which is naturally valid for composites and allows us to extend the well-
known variational principles using eigenparameters. To this end the most appropriate
means are Hashin-Shtrikman variational principles [7], [9], which have been applied to
estimation of material bounds in [8]. Using Eshelby’s trick [6], an integral formulation
can be stated [14], and the boundary element method is then applicable [1]. In
comparison with the finite element method the boundary element method appears
to be far more efficient in this case.
It is worth noting that the eigenparameters are an extension of, among other,
the influence of change of temperature (eigenstrain); this has been discussed in the
well-known paper by Levin [11].
Our approach is based on the idea of augmented Hashin-Shtrikman variational
principles. This paper deals with extended primary and dual variational principles
for nonhomogeneous bodies. By means of internal parameters, eigenstrains or eigen-
stresses, involved in H-S principles, it is possible to obtain new bounds on mechanical
properties of the trial material, increase the bearing capacity of structures, and to
minimize the stress excesses.
The paper deals with the deterministic solution of overall properties of composite
materials. Randomly distributed phases (fibers) in connection with H-S principles
have recently been studied by Willis [16], and Drugan and Willis [5].
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1. Basic relations
We start with basic relations which are valid in mechanics of continuum and are
appropriate for our next considerations.
Denote by Ω ∈  3 ≡ 0x1x2x3 a bounded domain, Γ = Γu ∪ Γp (Γu ∩ Γp = 0) being
its Lipschitz’s boundary, both representing the trial body. On Γu the displacement
vector u ≡ {u1, u2, u3} ∈ [H 12 (Γu)]3 is prescribed, and on Γp the vector of tractions
p ≡ {p1, p2, p3} ∈ [L2(Γp)]3 is given. Recall the relation stresses-tractions on the
boundary Γp : pi(ξ) = σij(ξ)nj(ξ), where n ≡ {n1, n2, n3} is the outward unit normal
to the boundary Γ, ξ ≡ {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3} ∈ Γp.
Hooke’s law for anisotropic and nonhomogeneous field is introduced in the form
σ(x) = L(x) : ε(x) + λ(x), ε(x) = M(x) : σ(x) + µ(x)(2.1)
or
σij(x) = Lijkl(x)εkl(x) + λij(x), εij(x) = Mijkl(x)σkl(x) + µij(x),
where σ ≡ [σij ] ∈ Hsymdiv (Ω) is the stress tensor, ε ≡ [εij ] ∈ H
sym
div (Ω) is the strain
tensor, λ ≡ [λij ] ∈ Hsymdiv (Ω) is the eigenstress tensor, µ ≡ [µij ] ∈ H
sym
div (Ω) is the
eigenstrain tensor, x ≡ {x1, x2, x3} ∈ Ω is a position at which the material relations
are studied, L ≡ Lijkl, Lijkl ∈ L∞(Ω) is the material stiffness tensor andM ≡ Mijkl,
Mijkl ∈ L∞(Ω) is its compliance material tensor, both with the standard symmetry;
the subscripts run the set {1, 2, 3},













where I ≡ Iijkl is the fourth-order unit tensor, δij is the Kronecker delta.
Note that for a homogeneous and isotropic material the tensor L has the form
(2.3) Lijkl = λδijδkl + 2µIijkl ,
where λ and µ are Lame’s constants. Instead of µ, the shear modulus G is sometimes
introduced.
Comparing the two equations (2.1), we get
(2.4) λij = −Lijklµkl, µij = −Mijklλkl.
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Note that displacements u ∈ [H1(Ω)]3 and u = u ∈ [H 12 (Γu)]3 are prescribed.
They are said to be kinematically admissible if the relation (2.5) holds.





provided no volume weight forces are taken into account. The last relation has to be
taken in the sense of distributions.
Note that one says that the stress tensor is statically admissible or its components
are statically admissible, if [σij ] ∈ Hsymdiv (Ω), statistical boundary conditions on Γp
are prescribed and (2.6) is fulfilled.
Substituting the kinematical equations into the equations of equilibrium leads to
Lame’s equations for the unknown displacement vector u ≡ {u1, u2, u3} ∈ H1(Ω),


























= 0 in Ω,(2.8)
for a given field µ, or λ, both in [H symdiv (Ω)]
3.
Recall that on the part Γu of the boundary Γ the displacement vector u ∈
[H
1
2 (Γu)]3 is prescribed, and the traction field p is given on Γp ∈ [L2(Γp)]3. Assum-
ing smooth enough fields u ∈ Ω, we can formulate a variational principle which is
equivalent to the equation (2.7) or (2.8):
Lagrange’s primary principle: For given tractions p = p on Γp find the mini-
mum value of the functional Πu(u) = Πui (u) + Π
u
e (u) on the set of kinematically
































Πue (u) = −
∫
Γp




Here Πui is the the energy of internal forces, potential energy, whereas Π
u
e is the
energy of external forces. W is the density of internal energy.
Assuming the validity of (2.5), the principle is equivalent to (2.1), or, if (2.1) and
the boundary condition on Γu are fulfilled, then the variational principle is equivalent
to (2.5).
The dual, or Castigliano’s principle can be formulated for the stress tensor σ
in (2.7), or (2.8):
Castigliano’s principle: For given boundary displacements u = u on Γu find the




e(σ) on the set of statically admissible
stress fields on the boundary Γp, i.e., σ(x) · n(x) = p(x) ∈ [L2(Γp)]3, where n is the




































σ(x) · n(x) · u(x) dΓ(x) = −
∫
Γu
σij(x) · n(x)jui(x) dΓ,
Πpi is the complementary energy of internal forces, whereas Π
p
e is the external energy.
W ∗ is the density of the complementary energy of internal forces.
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In the sense of Legendre’s transformation we have, see Fig. 2.1:














Figure 2.1. Internal energies for primary and dual principles.
3. Extended Hashin-Shtrikman variational principles
In this section we extend the Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle [15], by in-
troducing both the eigenstrain and eigenstress fields into the formulation. For the
sake of simplicity assume that no body forces are present.
3.1. Preliminary considerations
The idea of Hashin and Shtrikman consists in introducing new variables τij or γij
(components of polarization tensors) to get another free variables which may be used
for “the best” estimation of bounds on overall material properties of nonhomogeneous
and anisotropic media.
Let us consider a bounded domain Ω with bounded Lipschitz’s boundary Γ and
with subdomains Ωi, i = 1, . . . , n, describing local inhomogeneities, see Fig. 3.1.
Following the Hashin and Shtrikman idea, let us split the procedure into two
steps. First, let ε0ij and σ
0
ij be the strain field and the stress field, respectively. The
stresses σ0ij and the small strains ε
0






















Figure 3.1. Geometry and denotation of the trial body.
where L0ijkl and M
0
ijkl are constant components of material stiffnesses and compli-
ances, respectively. Subscripts in (3.1) and (3.2) run from 1 to 3. It is worth noting
that the stresses σ0ij are in Ω statically admissible, since linear elasticity is considered
in the above comparison media of the trial body (the quantities in which are denoted








are valid to get
the proper relation between the components of the strain tensor and the displace-
ment vector. These conditions will be necessary in what follows. In this sense, the
quantities with 0 are considered to be given.
In the second step a geometrically identical body is considered, which is anisotropic
and nonhomogeneous. Displacements ui, strains εij and stresses σij are unknown
and the generalized Hooke’s law including the eigenstresses λij can be written as
(3.3) σij = Lijklεkl + λij , λij = −Lijklµkl, in Ω,
where µkl are the eigenstrains. The inverse Hooke’s law holds in the form
(3.4) εij = Mijklσkl + µij , µij = −Mijklλkl, in Ω.
Similarly to the classical Hashin-Shtrikman principles, define the symmetric stress
polarization tensor τij and the symmetric strain polarization tensor γij by
σij = L0ijklεkl + τij ,(3.5)
εij = M0ijklσkl + γij .(3.6)
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The definition of polarization tensors follows from a comparison of (3.3) and (3.5)
(for τ ) and from a comparison of (3.4) and (3.6) (for γ):
τij = [Lijkl]εkl + λij(3.7)
and
γij = [Mijkl]σkl + µij ,(3.8)
where
[Lijkl] = Lijkl − L0ijkl, [Mijkl ] = Mijkl −M0ijkl.
Define also
(3.9) u′i = ui − u0i , σ′ij = σij − σ0ij in Ω,
and the kinematic equations














Let us introduce two assumptions:
Assumption A: the surface displacements ui ∈ [H 12 (Γu)]3 are prescribed along
the entire boundary Γ ≡ Γu, and u0i (ξ) ≡ ui(ξ), ξ ∈ Γ, hence u′i(ξ) = ui(ξ)−u0i (ξ) =
0, ξ ∈ Γ.
Assumption B: the tractions pi ∈ [L2(Γp)]3 are given along the entire boundary
Γ ≡ Γp, and p0i (ξ) ≡ pi(ξ), ξ ∈ Γ, hence p′i(ξ) = σ′ij(ξ)nj(ξ) = pi(ξ) − p0i (ξ) = 0,
ξ ∈ Γ.
Lemma 1. In the case of Assumption A together with the equilibrium (2.6) and

















ij dΩ = 0.
In the case of Assumption B and assuming the validity of kinematic equations, for
the stress fields σij , σ0ij , σ
′


































dΩ = {from Green’s theorem} = 0
as either u′i = 0, or σ
′
ijnj = 0 on Γ and σ
′
ij fulfils (2.6). In the same manner one gets
the other expressions in Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Denoting the first variation (Gateau’s derivative in the direction of
a small change of the vector by which we differentiate) by δ, we have
∫
Ω









(ε′klδτkl − τklδε′kl + L0ijklε′ijδε′kl − L0ijklε′ijδε′kl) dΩ






kl − σ′klδε′kl) dΩ.

The last integral is equal to zero by virtue of the next lemma.
Lemma 3. For the second polarization tensor one has
∫
Ω















ij − ε′ijδσ′ij) dΩ.
The last integral vanishes because of result of Lemma 1. 
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3.2. Extended primary Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle
Let Assumption A be fulfilled. Subtracting (3.1) from (3.5) yields




kl + τij .
Since both σij and σ0ij are statically admissible, and ui and u
0
i are kinematically
admissible, taking into consideration (3.10) the following equations have to be satis-








= 0 in Ω,(3.11)
τij − [Lijkl]εkl − λij = 0 in Ω,(3.12)
u′i = 0 on Γ,(3.13)
where
[Lijkl] = Lijkl − L0ijkl,
and (3.13) follows from Assumption A.
Formula (3.12) can be recast as
(3.14) Cijkl(τkl − λkl)− εij = 0,
where [Lijrs]Crskl = Iijkl .
Theorem 3.1. If (3.11) to (3.13) and (3.9a) are fulfilled, the following variational
principle can be formulated: find the stationary point of the extended functional U
defined as





{Cijkl(τij − λij)(τkl − λkl)− 2τijε0ij(3.15)
− ε′ij τij −Mijklλijλkl} dΩ.



















. The first variation of (3.15) with respect to the two independent fields


























From (3.14), the first term is zero and the second term vanishes because of Lemma 2.

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Theorem 3.2. The functional U is equal to the actual potential strain energy









Lijkl(εij − µij)(εkl − µkl), µij = −Mijkl λkl.
 
. Substituting λij for µij , and owing to (3.14), the integrand of (3.15)





kl − εij(τij + Lijklµkl) + 2τijε0ij + ε′ijτij + µijLijklµkl





kl − εijLijklµkl + [Lijkl(εij − µij)− L0ijklε0ij − L0ijklε′ij ]ε0kl + µijLijklµkl.
On the other hand,
(εij − µij)Lijkl(εkl − µkl) = εijLijklεkl − εijLijklµkl − µijLijklεkl + µijLijklµkl.
Comparing the right-hand sides of the last two relations, integrating the result, and










ij dΩ = 0,
and one obtains the assertion of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Assuming the conditions of Theorem 3.1, the functional U
in (3.15) attains its absolute maximum if L is positive definite, and it attains its
absolute minimum if C + M0 is negative semidefinite.
 
. The second variation of the functional U is
(3.16) δ2U = −
∫
Ω
{Cijklδτijδτkl − δε′ijδτij} dΩ.




{Cijklδτijδτkl − δε′ij(δσ′ij − L0ijklδε′kl)} dΩ.
The second term vanishes because of Lemma 1. Since L0ijkl is the tensor of elastic
material constants, it has to be positive definite. Consequently, if the tensor Cijkl is
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also positive definite, i.e. so is its inverse [Lijkl], the second variation of U is negative
and in this case the maximum is attained (sufficient condition).






where M0ijkl is inverse to L
0




{M0ijklδσ′ijδσ′kl + L0ijklδε′ijδε′kl − 2δε′ijδσ′ij} dΩ.
The last term vanishes because of Lemma 1. Since both the tensors M 0ijkl and L
0
ijkl


















Coming back to the second variation (3.16) we find out that a sufficient condition
for the minimum of the functional U is: C + M0 is negative semidefinite. 
3.3. Extended dual Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle
In this section we extend the dual Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle to a
body with prescribed surface tractions pi and obeying Assumption B. Assume again
that no body forces are present.
Following the classical dual Hashin-Shtrikman theorem, define the symmetric
strain polarization tensor γij by (3.6). Further, let the primed system be defined
by (3.9).
Subtracting (3.2) from (3.6), we obtain
(3.17) ε′ij = εij − ε0ij = M0ijklσ′kl + γij .
Since both the fields εij and ε0ij are kinematically admissible, and the stresses σij
and σ0ij are statically admissible, (3.11) still holds in the sense of distributions:
∂σ′ij
∂xj
= 0 in Ω,(3.18)
γij − [Mijkl]σkl − µij = 0 in Ω,(3.19)
σ′ijnj = 0 on Γ,(3.20)
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where
[Mijkl] = Mijkl −M0ijkl,
and (3.20) follows from Assumption B.
The definition of the polarization tensor (3.19) can be rewritten as
(3.21) Dijkl(γkl − µkl)− σij = 0,
where [Mijrs]Drskl = 12 (δikδjl + δilδjk) = Iijkl is the fourth-order unit tensor.
Theorem 3.4. If (3.17) to (3.20) are fulfilled, the dual extended H-S variational
principle can be formulated, namely, the variation of the functional





{Dijkl(γij −µij)(γkl−µkl)−2γijσ0ij −σ′ijγij} dΩ








































[Dijkl(γij − µij)− σij ]δγkl +
1
2
[σ′ijδγij − γijδσ′ij ]
}
dΩ.
The last integral is zero. The first part of it vanishes because of the validity of (3.21)
and the second part is zero according to Lemma 3. 
Theorem 3.5. The functional U∗ is equal to the actual complementary energy





















{using (3.6) for removing γij and by virtue of (3.9)}
= σijµij + εij(σij − σ′ij).
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Integration over the domain Ω, Lemma 1, and (2.12) result in the assertion of the
theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. Assuming the conditions of Theorem 3.4, the functional U ∗
attains its absolute maximum if [M] is positive definite, and it attains its absolute
minimum if D + L0 is negative semidefinite.
 




{Dijklδγijδγkl − δσ′ijδγij} dΓ.




{Dijklδγijδγkl − δσ′ij(δε′ij −M0ijklδσ′kl)} dΩ.
The second term disappears due to Lemma 1. Since M 0ijkl is the tensor of elastic
material constants, it has to be positive definite. Consequently, if the tensor Cijkl is
also positive definite, i.e. so is its inverse [Lijkl], the second variation of U is negative
and in this case the maximum is attained.










{L0ijklδε′ijδε′kl + M0ijklδσ′ijδσ′kl − 2δσ′ijδε′ij} dΩ.
The last term disappears because of Lemma 1. Since both the tensors L0ijkl and


















From the last inequality follows that a sufficient condition for minimum of the
functional U∗ is: D + L0 is negatively definite. 
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4. Applications
Mechanically nonlinear behavior can be introduced using eigenparameters (plastic
strain, relaxation stresses), and using these parameters visco-elastic or visco-plastic
material can be described. In this way, time dependent problems or hereditary
problems can be involved in the eigenparameters. Shape optimization of prestressed
fibers can start with the above principles. From the H-S principles a very weak
integral formulation directly follows, and the BEM is applicable to nonlinear and
time dependent problems [13]. The unpleasant term involving hypersingular integral,
which has to be integrated in the sense of Hadamard, can be avoided by Eshelby’s
trick.
A typical application of the above established extended principles is an introduc-
tion of the change of temperature instead of the eigenstrains. The bounds obtained
here can be derived in a similar manner as the classical H-S bounds on material con-
stants [8]. But, to derive bounds on the overall temperature characteristics requires
very extensive calculation.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, classical Hashin-Shtrikman has been extended by the eigenparame-
ters (eigenstrains or eigenstresses). These internal parameters can stand for a large
range of quantities, which are studied in mechanics of solid media. Basically, a
similar process to that published in [8] on how to calculate bounds on nonlinear or
time-dependent characteristics describing mechanical properties can be applied. On
the other hand, each such a problem requires a specific treatment and the solution
is not trivial.
Acknowledgement. The authors thank to anonymous referee for his fruitful
suggestions.
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